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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR TRANSFORMATION OF LOGICAL DATA

OBJECTS FOR STORAGE

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application relates to and claims priority from US Provisional Patent

Application No. 61/228,686 filed on July 27, 2009 and incorporated herein by reference

in its entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to computing systems, and, in particular, to methods and

systems capable of transforming logical data objects stored in computing systems and

networks thereof.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

With increasing demand for faster, more powerful and more efficient ways to

store information, optimization of storage technologies is becoming a key challenge.

Logical data objects (data files, image files, data blocks, etc.) may be

transformed for transmission and/or storage purposes. The transformation may comprise

compression, encryption, encoding, etc. and/or combinations thereof. For example, data

compression techniques are used to reduce the amount of data to be stored or

transmitted in order to reduce the storage capacity and transmission time respectively.

Compression may be achieved by using different compression algorithms known in the

art. Data stored in plaintext is open to potential malicious use (e.g. unauthorized access,

misuse, theft, etc.), and known in the art solutions for perimeter and/or access control

(e.g. firewalls, Virtual Private Networks, LUN masking control and zoning in SAN

storage networks, NAS security control features, etc.) still leave security vulnerabilities.

Encrypting data to be stored may considerably reduce security threats; such encryption

may be provided by using different algorithms known in the art.

The problems of compressing, compression with encrypting or other

transforming data for storage and access to the stored transformed data have been

recognized in the Prior Art and various systems have been developed to provide a

solution as, for example, International Applications WO20071 38600, WO20071 38601

and WO2007138602 published December 12, 2007 and assigned to the assignee of the



present application. The entire contents of said International Applications are hereby

incorporated by reference in their entirety.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Optimization of stored data may request converting the stored data from original

to transformed form. Such optimization may enable, for example, reducing storage/disk

space, reducing the runtime I/O demands on the storage, increasing data security, etc. A

known process of straight forward converting the stored original data into transformed

form requires downtime of the storage system, such downtime may be very long (e.g.

required downtime for compressing data stored in a big enterprise may be months and

even years). Among advantages of certain embodiments of the present invention is

enabling converting original data into transformed form in a substantially seamless

manner, with no need in downtime for this process.

In accordance with certain aspects of the subject matter of the present

application, there is provided a method of transforming a non-transformed logical data

object (LO) stored in a storage device into a transformed LO stored in the storage

device, the storage device operable with at least one storage protocol. The method

comprises: a) in response to a respective transformation request, logically dividing the

non-transformed LO in a first segment and one or more non-transformed subsequent

segments, the segments having predefined size; b) generating a header for the respective

transformed LO, said header comprising an indication that the transformation process is

"in progress"; c) processing said first segment thus giving rise to a transformed first

segment comprising data in transformed form; d) if the total size of said generated

header and said transformed first segment matches a predefined size criteria,

overwriting said first segment by said generated header and said transformed first

segment; e) indexing said first transformed segment and said one or more non-

transformed subsequent segments as constituting a part of said transformed LO, thus

giving rise to indexed segments; f) generating at least one index section comprising at

least one entry holding at least information related to said indexed segments, said

information comprising offset of each segment in said non-transformed LO, indication

of a storage location of respective indexed segment and indication if said indexed

segment comprises data in original or transformed form; and g) updating the indication

in the header to point that the non-transformed LO has been transformed in the



transfoπned LO comprising said generated header, said first transformed segment, said

one or more subsequent segments comprising data in non-transformed form and said at

least one index section.

The size of each non-transformed subsequent segment may be configured as

equal to the maximal size of data in a single I/O operation in accordance with respective

storage protocol.

The size of the first segment may be configured as equal to the sum of a

predefined size of the header and the maximal size of data in a single I/O operation in

accordance with respective storage protocol, or, alternatively, as equal to the maximal

size of data in a single I/O operation.

The transformation request may be obtained by intercepting an access request to

the non-transformed LO, and generating a request for transforming the non-transformed

LO if said non-transformed LO matches predefined transformation criteria.

Alternatively or additionally, the transformation request may be received from a

maintenance unit capable to recognize a non-transformed LO among stored LOs and to

generate a request for transforming said recognized non-transformed LO.

Optionally, the first transformed segment and one or more subsequent non-

transformed segments may be indexed as data chunks sequentially accommodated into

one or more storing blocks with a predefined size, wherein the accommodation

sequence corresponds to the sequence of the segments in the non-transformed LO.

In accordance with further aspects, the method may further comprise: a)

responsive to a request for further transformation, recognizing with a help of the index

section at least one subsequent non-transformed segment comprising range with live

data and matching predefined further transformation criteria; b) processing the

respective range and sequentially accommodating the resulted data chunk with

transformed data as a new log in an allocated storing block with a predefined size; and

c) updating the index section in a manner facilitating one-to-one relationship between

each point in the data range in the non-transformed LO and the live data to be read from

the transformed LO.

The request for further transformation may be obtained by intercepting a write

request to the non-transformed LO, analyzing if respective transformed LO comprises

data in original form, and, if yes, generating a request for transforming data stored in

said transformed LO in original form. Alternatively or additionally, the request for



further transformation may be received from a maintenance unit capable to scan the

transformed LOs stored at the storage device, recognize LOs comprising data in original

form, and, in accordance with predefined further transformation criteria, generate

requests for transforming such data.

In accordance with further aspects, the method may further comprise writing a

data range to the transformed LO. The writing further comprises: a) in response to a

respective write request, processing one or more sequentially obtained chunks of data

corresponding to said data range, wherein at least one of the processed data chunks

comprises data in transformed form resulting from said processing; b) sequentially

accommodating the processed data chunks in allocated storing block with a predefined

size, wherein the accommodation is provided in accordance with the order of receiving

the chunks; and c) updating the index section in a manner facilitating one-to-one

relationship between the data in the range and respective data to be read from the

transformed LO.

In accordance with further aspects, the method may further comprise reading a

data range from a transformed LO, said reading comprises: a) in response to a

respective read request, discovering all created and/or last-updated entries in the index

section related to the data within the range; b) extracting the data to be read in

accordance with the mapping provided by the entries as follows: i) for the data to be

read accommodated in the first segment, de-transforming the segment and extracting the

required data; ii) for the data to be read accommodated in one or more subsequent non-

transformed segments, reading the respective segments and extracting the required data;

iii) for otherwise accommodated data to be read, de-transforming the respective one or

more storing blocks and extracting the required data; and c) arranging the extracted data

in accordance with their order in the range.

Response to access request (e.g. write request, read request, etc.) may be

configured as having higher priority than response to request for further transformation.

In accordance with other aspects of the subject matter of the present application,

there are provided a communication device and/or storage device and/or tansformation

system operable in a storage network and being configured to perform the provided

method.

In accordance with other aspects of the subject matter of the present application,

there is provided a system capable of transforming a non-transformed stored logical



data object (LO) into a transformed LO. The system comprises: a) means for logically

dividing the non-transformed LO in a first segment and one or more non-transformed

subsequent segments, the segments having predefined size; b) means for generating a

header for the respective transformed LO, said header comprising an indication that the

transformation process is "in progress"; c) means for processing said first segment thus

giving rise to a transformed first segment comprising data in transformed form; d)

means for eanbling overwriting said first segment by said generated header and said

transformed first segment if the total size of said generated header and said transformed

first segment matches predefined size criteria, e) means for indexing said first

transformed segment and said one or more non-transformed subsequent segments as

constituting a part of said transformed LO, thus giving rise to indexed segments; f)

means for generating at least one index section comprising at least one entry holding at

least information related to said indexed segments, said information comprising offset

of each segment in said non-transformed LO, indication of a storage location of

respective indexed segment and indication if said indexed segment comprises data in

original or transformed form; and g) means for updating the indication in the header to

point that the non-transformed LO has been transformed in the transformed LO

comprising said generated header, said first transformed segment, said one or more

subsequent segments comprising data in non-transformed form and said at least one

index section.

The system may further comprise means for intercepting an access request to the

non-transformed LO, and generating a request for transforming the non-transformed LO

if said non-transformed LO matches predefined transformation criteria.

Alternatively or additionally, the system may further comprise a maintenance

unit capable to recognize a non-transformed LO among stored LOs and to generate a

request for transforming said recognized non-transformed LO.

In accordance with further aspects, the system may further comprise: a) means

for recognizing with a help of the index section at least one subsequent non-transformed

segment comprising range with live data and matching predefined further

transformation criteria; b) means for processing the respective range and sequentially

accommodating the resulted data chunk with transformed data as a new log in an

allocated storing block with a predefined size; and c) means for updating the index



section in a manner facilitating one-to-one relationship between each point in the data

range in the non-transformed LO and the live data to be read from the transformed LO.

In accordance with further aspects, the system may further comprise means for

intercepting a write request to the non-transformed LO, analyzing if respective

transformed LO comprises data in original form, and, if yes, generating a request for

transforming data stored in said transformed LO in original form.

Alternatively or additionally, the system may further comprise a maintenance

unit capable to scan the transformed LOs stored at the storage device, recognize LOs

comprising data in original form, and, in accordance with predefined further

transformation criteria, generate requests for transforming such data.

In accordance with other aspects of the subject matter of the present application,

there is provided a maintenance unit configured to work in conjunction with a system

capable of transforming a non-transformed stored logical data object (LO) into a

transformed LO. The maintenance unit is configured to recognize a non-transformed

LO among stored LOs and to generate one or more requests to the system for

transforming said recognized non-transformed LO. The maintenance unit may be

further configured to scan the stored transformed LOs, to recognize LOs comprising

data in original form, and, in accordance with predefined further transformation criteria,

to generate one or more requests to the system for transforming such data.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In order to understand the invention and to see how it may be carried out in

practice, embodiments will now be described, by way of non-limiting example only,

with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 illustrates a schematic block diagram of storage network architecture

applicable to certain embodiments of the present invention;

Fig. 2 illustrates a generalized flowchart of converting a stored non-transformed

logical data object (LO) into transformed LO in accordance with certain embodiments

of the present invention;

Fig. 3 illustrates a schematic diagram of the transformed logical data object in

accordance with certain embodiments of the present invention;



Figs. 4a-c illustrate schematic diagrams of transformed logical data objects

during a further transformation process and concurrent update process in accordance

with certain embodiments of the present invention;

Fig. 5 illustrates a schematic functional block diagram of the transformation

system in accordance with certain embodiments of the present invention; and

Fig. 6 illustrates a generalized flowchart of read operation on a transformed

logical data object in accordance with certain embodiments of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

In the following detailed description, numerous specific details are set forth in

order to provide a thorough understanding of the invention. However, it will be

understood by those skilled in the art that the present invention may be practiced

without these specific details. In other instances, well-known methods, procedures,

components and circuits have not been described in detail so as not to obscure the

present invention.

Unless specifically stated otherwise, as apparent from the following discussions,

it is appreciated that throughout the specification discussions utilizing terms such as

"processing", "computing", "calculating", "determining", "generating", "activating",

"reading", "writing" or the like, refer to the action and/or processes of a computer that

manipulate and/or transform data into other data, said data represented as physical, such

as electronic, quantities and/or said data representing the physical objects.

The term "computer" should be expansively construed to cover any kind of

electronic device with data processing capabilities. The operations in accordance with

the teachings herein may be performed by a computer specially constructed for the

desired purposes or by a general purpose computer specially configured for the desired

purpose by a computer program stored in a computer readable storage medium.

Embodiments of the present invention are not described with reference to any

particular programming language. It will be appreciated that a variety of programming

languages may be used to implement the teachings of the inventions as described

herein.

The term "logical data object (LO)" used in this patent specification should be

expansively construed to include any types and granularities of data units used in a

computing system and handled as one unit (e.g. data files, archive files, image files,



database files, memory data blocks, stream data blocks, predefined segments of files,

etc.).

Bearing this in mind, attention is drawn to Fig. 1 illustrating a schematic

diagram of storage network architecture applicable to certain embodiments of the

present invention. The logical data objects (LO) from clients 11 (workstations,

application servers, etc.) transferred via networks 12 and/or 13 to storage device(s) 14

(e.g. specialized NAS file servers, general purpose file servers, SAN storage, stream

storage device, etc.) and/or 14a. The network comprises one or more communication

devices 15 (e.g. switch, router, bridge, etc.) facilitating the data transfer. The storage in

the illustrated network may be wholly or partly implemented using block mode access

and/or file mode access storage protocols. In file mode access the logical data objects

(LOs) are constituted by files, and the network is IP network (e.g. local area network

(LAN), wide area network (WAN), combination thereof, etc.). In block mode access

embodiments, the logical data objects are constituted by data blocks and the network is

Storage Area Network (SAN) implementing, for example, Fiber Channel or iSCSI

protocols. In certain embodiments the storage device (14a) may be directly connected to

the client 11, e.g. via block mode access storage protocols as SCSI, Fiber Channel, etc.

Such Direct Access Storage may include, for example, the internally attached local disk

drives or externally attached RAID (redundant array of independent disks) or JBOD

(just a bunch of disks), etc.

Some LOs may be stored as non-transformed LOs and comprise data in original

form. Alternatively or additionally, some LOs may be stored as transformed LOs and

comprise data in a transformed form and/or original form. In accordance with certain

embodiments of the present invention, at least part of stored non-transformed LOs may

be converted in the transformed LOs. The transformation or part thereof may be

provided, by way of non-limiting example, by a transformation system 16 operatively

coupled to the clients and the storage device(s). Typically the secure keys used for

encryption (if required) are held separately from the device providing encryption and/or

storage, for example, they may be held at a key holding platform 17 operatively coupled

with the transformation system 16. Likewise, coding tables and similar external data

involved in the transformation process may be held separate from the processing and/or

storage devices.



The term "non-transformed logical data object" used in this patent specification

should be expansively construed to include any logical object before transformation

provided in accordance with teachings of the present application. Non-transformed

logical object comprises therein data in a form which is original with regard to further

provided transformation. Those versed in the art will readily appreciate that the original

form of data may represent raw data and/or may result from a previous processing. By

way of non-limiting example, the non-transformed LO may comprise raw data (original

form) while the transformed LO may comprise compressed and/or encrypted raw data

(transformed form). By way of another non-limiting example, the non-transformed LO

may comprise compressed data (original form) or converted data (original form), while

the transformed LO may comprise encrypted compressed data (transformed form),

encrypted encoded data (transformed form), compressed encoded data (transformed

form), etc.

The transformation system 16 is configured to intercept LO call operations (LO

access-related requests) as well as some control transactions (e.g. set end of LO) and to

act as a proxy on certain transactions (e.g. keeping the throughput on most control

transactions and proxy on data transactions and certain control transactions). The

transformation system is capable of deriving and processing data corresponding to the

intercepted LO access-related request, facilitating communication with and/or within

the file system for storing the processed data at the storage medium as at least one

transformed LO and/or facilitating de-transformation of at least part of the processed

data corresponding to the intercepted LO request. During "write" operation on the LO

to be processed for storage, the transformation system 16 receives from the clients 11

through the network 13 data corresponding to said LOs, transforms the data and

facilitates writing at the storage device 14. A "read" operation proceeds in reverse

direction; the required LOs are retrieved by the transformation system, de-transformed

(partly or entirely, in accordance with required data range) and sent to the appropriate

client. When appropriate, the transformation system is capable to communicate with the

external platform (e.g. keys holding platform 17) for obtaining external data involved in

the transformation process (e.g. secure keys and/or secure values or other metadata

thereof involved in the transformation).

Note that the invention is not bound by the specific architecture described with

reference to Fig. 1. Those versed in the art will readily appreciate that the invention is,



likewise, applicable to any computing system and any storage network architecture

facilitating transformation of one or more logical data objects (and/or data comprised

thereof) on a physical and/or logical route between a computer sending a data access

request to the logical data object and a storage location of the appropriate data,

including embodiments wherein the transformation system is integrated, fully or partly,

with the communication device, client and/or storage device.

Referring to Fig. 2, there is illustrated a generalized flowchart of converting a

stored non-transformed logical data object into transformed LO in accordance with

certain embodiments of the present invention.

For purpose of illustration only, the following description is made with respect

to processing logical data objects stored at the storage device by the transformation

system 16, writing the processed data to the storage device 14, reading the data to be de-

transformed (e.g. decrypted, decompressed, etc.) from the storage device, and de-

transforming them by the transformation system 16. It should be noted, however, that

the present invention is applicable in a similar manner to any purpose device operatively

located on a physical and/or logical route between a computer sending an access-related

request (e.g. open, read, write, etc.) to the LO and a storage device being a storage

location of respective LO (including the end points of said route, i.e. said computer and

said storage device) and adapted to implement the teachings of the present invention.

Also it should be noted that the invention is, likewise, applicable to writing the

processed data in a memory of any device on said route and later forwarding the entire

transformed LO or parts thereof for storing at a storage location, as well as for

forwarding the transformed data to be read from the storage location to any device on

said route and further de-transformation.

Responsive to obtaining request (210) to transform a stored LO, the

transformation system obtains the respective LO and logically divides (211) this non-

transformed logical object in one or more segments with predefined size.

The request may be obtained in different ways. By way of non-limiting example,

the transformation system may intercept an access (e.g. write) request to a certain LO,

analyze if said certain LO matches a predefined criteria (e.g. said certain LO has no

header comprising an indication of previously provided transformation), and if "Yes",

may generate an internal request for transforming the respective LO. Additionally or

alternatively, there may be a special maintenance unit fully or partly integrated with the



transformation system, and/or with the storage device and/or with other external device,

said unit configured to analyze stored LOs, recognize non-transformed LOs, and, in

accordance with predefined criteria, to generate requests for transforming the non-

transformed LOs. By way of non-limiting example, the predefined criteria may be

related to characteristics of the logical data object (e.g. transformed/non-transformed

LO, a size of LO, pre-defined type and/or format of data, etc.) and/or a

predefined/configurable time schedule (e.g. during non-working hours) and/or

predefined/configurable events (e.g. administrator's request, absence of data access-

related request to given LO during predefined/configurable period of time, available

network bandwidths fitting predefined/configurable criteria, achieving predefined

number of LOs recognized to be transformed, etc.).

The size of segments may be predefined in accordance with an implemented

storage protocol. For example, in certain embodiments of the invention, the size of

segments may be defined as maximal size of data in a single (or, optionally, multiple)

I/O operation defined by a certain protocol. By way of non-limiting example, the size of

segment for NFS protocol may be predefined as 32K bytes, for CIFS as 6OK bytes, for

Fiber Channel as 64K, etc. Optionally, the size of the first segment may differ from the

size of other segments as will be further detailed with reference to Fig. 3. In certain

embodiments of the invention the predefined size of segments may vary for different

LOs, for example depending on type of LO (e.g. DB file, image file, etc.).

The transformation system further transforms (212) the first segment of the

divided non-transformed LO into transformed first segment and generates (213) a

header for respective transformed LO. The header comprises an indication (e.g. one or

more flags) indicating a status of the transformation process and further detailed with

reference to Fig. 3. The flag (or other indication) in the initially generated header points

to "in progress" status of converting the stored non-transformed LO into transformed

LO.

If a size of transformed first segment is more than a predefined maximal size,

the transformation system stops the transforming process for the LO. In certain

embodiments of the invention, the transformation system may measure or estimate the

size of the transformed first segment and, accordingly, may stop the transformation of

the stored LO before actual data transforming and/or generating the header.



If the size of the transformed first segment is equal or less than the maximal

predefined size, the transformation system overwrites (214) the first original segment of

the stored LO with the generated header and the transformed first segment.

These operations constitute the first stage of the converting/replacing process.

The maximal size of the transformed first segment is predefined so that the

original first segment may be in-place replaced by the transformed segment together

with the header of the transformed LO (and, optionally, other headers and information

sections, if applicable). Accordingly, said maximal size may be defined as a difference

between the predefined size of the first segment and a predefined size (e.g. 512 B) of

the header of a transformed LO (and, optionally, shall be further reduced by a size of

header(s) of accommodation section (s) as will be further detailed with reference to Fig.

3). hi addition, in certain embodiments of the invention the predefined size of the first

segment and the maximal size of the first transformed segment are configured to enable

providing the in-place replacement of the original first segment via a single write

operation.

Upon successful fulfillment of the first stage, the transformation system provides

initial indexing the segments, generates (216) at least one index section comprising

information with regard to all segments, and writes the index section(s) at the end of the

LO.

As will be further detailed with reference to Fig. 3, after the initial indexing, the

information with regard to a certain segment comprises, at least, offset and size of the

segment in the non-transformed LO, indication of a storage location of the segment,

and indication if the segment comprises data in original or transformed form.

Accordingly, the generated index section will initially comprise information indicating

that the segments (except the first segment) comprise data in original form and are

located at original physical location, and the first segment comprises data in

transformed form and located within the original location with offset equal to the

predefined size of the header of the transformed LO.

Optionally (e.g. in order to preserve a uniform approach to the non-transformed

data in the segments and further transformed original and/or updated data), the segments

may be initially indexed, as will be further detailed with reference to Fig. 3, as data

chunks sequentially accommodated in one or more storing blocks (referred to

hereinafter as accommodation sections or "AS") with a predefined size, wherein the



accommodation sequence corresponds to the sequence of the segments in the non-

transformed LO. Accordingly, when initially indexing the segments, the transformation

system allocates (215) one or more accommodation sections at the physical location of

the segments (transitional AS), and defines the segments as pertaining to the allocated

accommodation section(s).

In certain embodiments of the invention with fixed size of the logical objects

(e.g. in a case of block-access protocol), the compression ratio sometimes may be not

enough to provide at the end of LO a free space sufficient for writing the index section.

Accordingly, the transformation system may be configured to detect the upcoming

overflow event (e.g. by determining the free space in LU, etc.) and to facilitate

enlarging the storage logical unit by predefined or calculated space accordingly. The

transformation system may be further configured to detect a failure of said LU enlarging

(e.g. because of unavailable additional disk space, inability of the storage device to

support the dynamic LU changes, etc.), to stop the transformation process and, if

necessary, to recover the LO or parts thereof in a non-transformed form.

These operations of indexing and optional allocating the transitional

accommodation section(s) constitute a second stage of the converting/replacing process.

Upon successful fulfillment of the second stage, the transformation system, as a

third stage of the converting/replacing process, updates (217) the generated header, so

that the flag (or other indication) in the updated header points to "complete" status of

converting the stored non-transformed LO into transformed LO. The header may yet

comprise indication that the transformed logical object comprises data in transformed

and non-transformed forms.

Resulting from the above three stages, the non-transformed LO is replaced by

the transformed LO. Unless the non-transformed LO comprises only one segment, the

transformed LO at this phase (referred to hereinafter as the transitional phase)

comprises data in both transformed and original form. All I/O(s) to the LO during the

above converting/replacement process will be saved in a pending list and will be

resumed at the end of the third phase of the process. After the third phase is completed,

the LO will be accessible by access-related requests from any suitable User/Application.

The converting/replacing of small logical objects with size smaller or equal to

predefined size of first segment may be provided in one stage. Replacement of the first

segment (non-transformed LO) by the transformed segment together with the header of



the transformed LO is provided with no indexing, wherein the header is configured to

indicate the transformation completion.

The structure of the transformed LO is further detailed with reference to Fig. 3

illustrating a schematic diagram of the transformed logical data object in accordance

with certain embodiments of the present invention.

The non-transformed LO 31 is logically divided into n segments 311 - 3I n. By

way of non-limiting example, the size of segments 31i - 31n-i is equal to the maximal

size of data in a single I/O operation in accordance with respective storage protocol

(referred to hereinafter as "I/O size"), the size of the last segment may be equal or less

than I/O size. In certain embodiments of the invention the size of the first segment may

be equal to the sum of the I/O size and the predefined size of a header of the

transformed LO. Such size facilitates preserving a uniform approach to read operations

on transformed LOs (having the header) and non-transformed LOs.

The transformed LO 32 at the transitional phase comprises the header 301,

segment 32i comprising transformed data, segments 32 - 32n comprising original data,

and the index sections 303. The total size of the header and the segment 321 is equal or

less than I/O size. Thus over-writing the original first segment by the header and the

transformed first segment may be provided by a single write operation, thereby enabling

data integrity as will be detailed below.

If the total size of the header and the segment 321 is less than I/O size, the

transformation system may handle the bytes between the end of the segment 321 and the

start of the next segment 322 as meaningless.

The header 301 of the transformed LO comprises a unique LO descriptor; a flag

indicating the transformation status, the flag is updated upon completion of the

respective stages (e.g. in progress, completed, recovery); information about the size of

the non-transformed LO 31; and, optionally, a signature indicating that the LO has been

processed by the transformation system 16. The header may further include a pointer to

the physical location of the index section(s) 303, and, optionally, an indication if at least

part of the segments comprises data in original form.

Optionally, in certain embodiments of the present invention (e.g. in certain

embodiments where transformation/de-transformation functionalities are integrated with

the storage device, etc.) the header 301 or its parts and/or combinations thereof may

constitute a part of the file system. For example, a file identifier used in a certain file



system (e.g. node ID) may be used as the unique file descriptor of the compressed file, a

file record in the file system may be modified and may comprise additional fields, e.g.

for information about the size of the raw file, said signature, etc. The index section or

parts thereof may also constitute a part of the file system.

The segments 32 - 32n are indexed as data chunks sequentially accommodated

into one or more storing blocks with a predefined size, wherein the accommodation

sequence corresponds to the sequence of the segments in the non-transformed LO. Said

storing blocks serve as atomic elements of transformation/de-transformation operations

during input/output transactions on the LO. In the following description the term

"accommodation section (AS)" should be expansively construed to cover any storing

block with a predefined size configured to accommodate data chunks within

transformed LO and serving as atomic elements for transforming/de-transforming

operations in accordance with certain embodiments of the present invention. The

accommodation sections may have equal predefined size, or, alternatively, the

transformation system may calculate the predefined size for certain accommodation

section(s) in accordance with a predefined criterion. Such a predefined criterion may be

an event of generating transformed LO for replacing the non-transformed LO, and the

size of the accommodation section(s) for this event (referred hereinafter as "transitional

accommodation section") may be defined as a size of a certain number of segments, or

the total size of all n segments comprised in the non-transformed LO, or otherwise. In

the non-limiting example illustrated in Fig. 3, the size of the transitional

accommodation section 302 is equal to "n*I/O size less the size of the header 301". By

way of another non-limiting example, the size of the transitional accommodation

section 302 may be equal to "n * I/O size". If necessary, the transformation system may

further provide data padding for the first transformed segment and/or last segment to fit

the total size of n accommodated segments to the size of the accommodation section.

For purpose of illustration only, the following description is made with respect

to data chunks accommodated in the transformed LO in a log form (referred to

hereinafter as logs). It should be noted that the invention is not bound by the log form

and is, likewise, applicable to journal or any other form of sequential accommodation of

the chunks of data.

In certain embodiments of the present invention each accommodation section

has an assigned flag (e.g. a bit flag 1 or 0) indicating its use/re-use condition (not



shown) and stored in the index section. Accordingly, each log within the

accommodation section has the same flag as the section. When accommodated at a new

physical location, the accommodation section is provided with flag 0. Transitional

accommodation section (and respective logs) is also provided with flag 0. When

accommodated at a physical location previously occupied by another accommodation

section, the accommodation section is provided with a flag opposite of the flag of said

another accommodation section being rewritten. Accordingly, new logs being written to

a certain physical location can be differentiated from old logs previously accommodated

at said physical location into the old (being rewritten) accommodation section as having

different flags. This process is further detailed in International Applications

WO2007138600, WO2007138601 and WO2007138602 published December 12, 2007,

assigned to the assignee of the present application and incorporated hereby by reference

in their entirety.

Typically, an accommodation section comprises a header of the accommodation

section. This header comprises a unique identifier of the accommodation section. The

header may further comprise an indication of physical storage location pertaining to the

accommodation section and a flag assigned to the accommodation section and

indicating use/re-use condition; alternatively or additionally, this information may be

stored in the index section. Optionally the header of the accommodation section (and/or

the header 301 and/or index section) may also comprise information related to external

data involved in the transformation (e.g. information related to the secure key used for

encryption of the data chunks comprised in the accommodation section as, for example,

key ID, pointer to key physical location, metadata related to the key, etc.). In certain

embodiments of the invention (e.g. as illustrated in Fig. 3) the transitional AS does not

comprise the header and all necessary information is stored in the index section. Unique

identifier of the transitional AS may be replaced by indication in the index section

pointing that the logs in the transitional AS (excluding first segment which may have

special indexing) comprise the same data located at the same location as in the non-

transformed LO. In the embodiments when the transitional AS comprises the header,

the total size of the LO header, AS header and the transformed first segment 32i shall be

equal or less than the original size of the first segment 311.

The index section 303 comprises at least one entry associated with at least one

accommodation section, this entry comprising pointer(s) (or other indicators) to



physical storage location of the accommodation section and records related to the

respective logs accommodated in the AS (e.g. offset and size of the logs in the non-

transformed LO, association with the accommodation section, one or more flags

assigned to the logs, a signature indicating if at least part of the logs comprise data in

original and/or partly transformed form), said records referred to hereinafter as "log

records".

As will be further detailed with reference to Fig. 4, the information in the index

section facilitates one-to-one relationship between each point in the non-transformed

data range and the data to be read from the logs.

The detailed with reference to Figs. 2 and 3 process of converting/replacing a

stored non-transformed LO into transformed LO enables data integrity of the logical

data objects at all stages of the converting/replacing process.

For example, if recovery is necessary after the first stage (i.e. when the first

segment is overwritten with the header and the transformed first segment), the recovery

may be provided as following: a) read the header; b) if the header comprises an

indication that the transformation is "in progress", then recover the first segment, rest of

the data in the LO are original and do not require recovery; c) if the LO is opened with

Read/Write permissions, then proceed with the converting process. If the LO is opened

with Read Only permission, the transformation process will be stopped and the

recovered LO will be non-transformed LO.

If recovery is necessary at any time of generating and writing the index (second

stage), the recovery process is the same as for the first stage, wherein the existing index

is ignored and generated from the beginning. The offset of the index section may be

recognized in accordance with the original size of LO contained in the header.

Referring back to Fig. 2, the transformation (218) of the rest of original data

comprised in the transformed LO may start just after completion of the third stage

described above or, fully or partly, be provided later in accordance with predefined

criteria. The transformation system further updates (219) the index section and the

header as will be further detailed with reference to Figs. 4a —4c.

The postponed process of further transformation may be triggered in different

ways. By way of non-limiting example, the transformation system may intercept a write

request to the transformed LO, analyze if said LO comprises data in original form (e.g.

in accordance with information comprised in the header of the LO), and if "Yes", may



generate an internal request for transforming the non-transformed stored data in the

respective LO. This internal request may have a priority lower than any access request

to the respective LO. Additionally or alternatively, the special maintenance unit

integrated with the transformation system or with the storage device may scan the

transformed LOs stored at the storage device, recognize LOs comprising data in original

form, and, in accordance with predefined criteria, generate requests for transforming

original data. By way of non-limiting example, the criteria may be related to

characteristics of the logical data object (e.g. a size of LO, pre-defined type and/or

format of data and/or LO) and/or a predefined/configurable time schedule (e.g. during

non-working hours) and/or predefined/configurable events (e.g. administrator's request,

start of storage optimization process, absence of data access-related request to given LO

during predefined/configurable period of time, available network bandwidths fitting

predefined/configurable criteria, achieving predefined number of recognized LOs, etc.).

Referring to Figs. 4a-c, there are illustrated schematic diagrams of transformed

logical data objects during a process of further transformation and concurrent update

process.

In the example illustrated in Fig. 4a, segments 311 - 3I 4 constituting the original

LO have been indexed as sequential logs 321 - 324 accommodated in the transitional

accommodation section 302-1, wherein the log 32i comprises data in transformed form

and logs 32 - 324 comprise data in original form. The index section 303 comprises

information related to said accommodation section and the logs thereof. By way of non-

limiting example, the illustrated index section comprises accommodation section ID

with a pointer to physical location (QWORD) and a list of respective records

comprising offset (QWORD) and length (WORD) of original data corresponding to the

logs accommodated in the section. Each illustrated record also includes indication if the

respective log comprises data in an original form (O) or transformed form (1).

In certain embodiments of the invention the index section may comprise only

one, mostly updated, log record in respect to each log; in other embodiments the entry

may comprise updated and outdated records with respect to the same log.

There are several ways of updating the index section 303. The corresponding

entries may be written /updated simultaneously with every update of the stored logical

object, or at a certain later time (e.g. when starting a new accommodation section) based



on data comprised in the accommodation section(s), but not later than closing the

logical data object.

The exemplified information in the index section means that range AB in the

non-transformed LO (offset A, length L) corresponds to the transformed data in log 321;

range BC (offset B, length L) corresponds to the original data in log 322; range CD

(offset C, length L) correspond to the original data in log 323; and range DE (offset D,

length L) corresponds to original data in the log 324.

The exemplified schematic diagram in Fig. 4b illustrates the above transformed

LO resulting a write request intercepted by the transformation system. The exemplified

request is for writing a new data chunk 31s having length Ll, said data chunk shall

replace the data in the non-transformed LO starting from offset Ci, where (C1+ Ll) = F

< D. The new chunk of data is transformed by the transformation system and shall be

accommodated in the respective accommodation section. The transformation, as well as

further I/O operations may be provided in a manner similar to detailed in International

Applications WO2007138600, WO2007138601 and WO2007138602 published

December 12, 2007, assigned to the assignee of the present application and incorporated

hereby by reference in their entirety.

The accommodation section may be a currently active AS having a free space or

it may be a new AS allocated by the transformation system when necessary (e.g. if there

is no currently active allocated AS or if there is no sufficient free space therein). In the

illustrated example there is no sufficient free space in the accommodation section 302-1.

Accordingly, the new accommodation section 302-2 is opened, and the new log 332

comprising the transformed data corresponding to the received new data chunk is stored

in the accommodation section. The previously accommodated logs are kept unchanged,

while the index section 303 is updated in a manner facilitating one-to-one relationship

between each point in the non-transformed data range and the "live" data to be read

from the logs.

In the example illustrated in Fig. 4b the index section comprises only last

updated records. The updated information in the index section means that the updated

range AE corresponds to the following data in the logs:

the range AB corresponds to data to be de-transformed from the log 32i

in the accommodation section # 1 with physical location X,



the range BC1 corresponds to the part of original data (namely offset B,

length L2) to be read from the log 322 in the accommodation section # 1

with physical location X,

the updated range C1F corresponds to data to be de-transformed from

the new log 332 in the accommodation section #2 with physical

location Y,

the range FD corresponds to the part of original data in log 323 (namely

offset F, length L3) in the accommodation section # 1 with physical

location X,

- the range DE corresponds to the original data in the log 324 in the

accommodation section # 1 with physical location X.

In the illustrated example, all data comprised in the logs 32i, 332 and 324 are

live, while part of the data comprised in the logs 32 (namely range C1C) and 323

(namely range CF) are outdated.

The exemplified schematic diagram in Fig. 4c illustrates the transformed LO

resulted from further transformation of a part of non-transformed data accommodated

in the transitional AS. Upon receiving the request for further transformation (as detailed

with reference to transformation operation (218)), the transformation system checks the

records in the index section in order to recognize among segments 322- 32 one or more

logs comprising live (i.e. yet non-updated) ranges in non-transformed form. When such

a range is found, the transformation system processes the respective range and

sequentially accommodates the transformed data as a new log in the active

accommodation section. In certain embodiments of the invention the transformation

system may be configured to provide such processing in accordance with predefined

criteria - e.g. only if the entire range of data in a given segment is live data, or live data

constitutes no less than a certain part of the entire data in the segment, etc. The

transformation system may be further configured to process the segments comprising

merely live data before processing the live data from the segments comprising a

combination of live data and outdated data.

When the processing of a given range is completed, the compression system

prepares log-related information to be recorded in the index section. The transformation

system further checks if there is a next range with live non-transformed data, and

repeats the transformation process. In certain embodiments of the invention, the



transformation system may interrupt repeating the transformation operation for a next

range when obtaining an access request to the respective LO. The transformation of a

next range may be also postponed in accordance with certain criteria (e.g. a

predefined/configurable time schedule and/or predefined/configurable events).

If the free space in the active accommodation section is insufficient to

accommodate the next transformed log (e.g. writing operation fails on target buffer

overflow, estimated expected log size more than said free space, free space is less than

size of data chunk to be processed or predefined part thereof, etc.), but still not all

desired data in the transitional accommodation section are transformed, the

transformation system allocates a new accommodation section.

The transformed logs are moved to the storage location in a "sync-flush" mode

enabling all pending output to be flushed to the output (storage) buffer without a reset of

transformation operation. Further provided updating the index section facilitates

mapping between the data in the non-transformed logical data object and the data

accommodated in the accommodation sections.

In the exemplified embodiment illustrated in Fig. 4c, the transformation system

is configured to start further transformation from logs with the entire range of data

being live data in non-transformed form (log 324 in the illustrated example). The

transformation system transforms the data in the log and accommodates the transformed

log 334 in accommodation section 302-2. The logs 334 and 332 are sequentially

accommodated in accordance with the order they have been processed. In certain

embodiments of the invention the transformation system may provide processing related

to I/O operations with priority higher than further transforming the non-transformed

data.

The updated information in the index section means that the updated range AE

corresponds to the following data in the logs:

the range AB corresponds to data to be de-transformed from the log 32i

in the accommodation section # 1 with physical location X,

the range BCi corresponds to the part of original data (namely offset B,

length L2) to be read from the log 32 in the accommodation section # 1

with physical location X,

the updated range CiF corresponds to data to be de-transformed from

the log 332 in the accommodation section #2 with physical location Y,



the range FD corresponds to the part of original data in log 323 (namely

offset F, length L3) in the accommodation section # 1 with physical

location X,

the range DE corresponds to data to be de-transformed from the new

log 334 in the accommodation section #2 with physical location Y.

In the illustrated example, all data comprised in the logs 32i, 332 and 334 r

live, while part of the data comprised in the logs 322 (namely range C1C) and 323

(namely range CF) and data in the log 324 are outdated.

As illustrated by non-limiting example in Figs. 4a - 4c, the teachings of the

present invention enable handling stored transformed logical data objects comprising

data in both transformed and original forms, as well as enable the users to provide I/O

operations concurrently with the transformation process.

Fig. 5 illustrates a schematic functional block diagram of the transformation

system 16 in accordance with certain embodiments of the present invention. The

transformation system comprises a Client Input/Output (I/O) block 51 coupled to a

session manager 52. The client I/O block gets data access-related requests (e.g. read,

write, set end of LO/ truncate, etc.) from external clients/applications or from the

internal maintenance unit 56-3 and forwards them to the session manager.

A session starts by access request to a logical data object (e.g. LUN capacity

request as, for example, SCSI LUN capacity request command; open file request, etc.)

and ends by disconnect request (e.g. "LUN disconnect", "close file", etc.) received from

the same IP address (user) with regard to the same logical object. The session may

handle one or more access requests addressed to the same logical data object (e.g. from

multiple applications running on the same client, multiple requests from certain single

applications, requests from multiple clients, etc.).

The session manager 52 holds all the session's private data as, for example,

source session address, session counters, session status, all instances for the buffers in

use, etc. The session manager also handles blocking all the relevant resources when the

logical data object is open and releasing said resources on disconnect. The session

manager is further configured to manage one or more sessions with access requests

addressed to the same logical data object.

The session manager transfers all requests to a dispatcher 53 operatively coupled

to the session manager. The dispatcher 53 is operatively coupled to a logical data object



manager 54, a buffer manager 55 and a transformation unit 56. The dispatcher 133

communicates with the logical data object manager 54 for data related transactions (e.g.

Read, Write, set end of LO, etc.) and the transformation unit 56 for transforming

operations in accordance with certain embodiments of the present invention.

The transformation unit is capable of compressing, encrypting and/or otherwise

transforming data, and sending it to a physical disk through a storage I/O 58; as well as

of reading data from the physical disk through the storage I/O, de-transforming (e.g.

decrypting and/or decompressing) the respective buffer and, optionally, of segmenting

and/or combining original and/or partly transformed data chunks for further processing.

The transformation unit may comprise one or more transformation blocks responsible

for certain transforming operations (e.g. compression-decompression block 56-1

operatively coupled with the encryption/decryption block 56-2, maintenance unit 56-3

configured to initiate replacing non-transformed LOs by transformed LOs as detailed

with reference to Figs. 2-4), and is configured to facilitate data transfer and necessary

synchronization between said blocks. The transformation unit is also configured to

report size of non-transformed logical data object (and free storage capacity) in reply to

"Capacity status".

The transformation unit 56 is further configured to communicate with one or

more external platforms storing external information related to data involved in the

transformation process (e.g. the secure keys for receiving the keys and/or metadata

thereof); to receive said the information, extract or generate the necessary data (e.g. key

ID) and to manage thereof. The received information may be temporarily

accommodated in a trusted memory within the transformation system, wherein the

transformation unit block may provide a management of said information (e.g. to

manage accommodation of certain keys in said memory for a certain time period in

accordance with a certain policy). In certain embodiments of the invention the

encryption/decryption block 56-2 may further generate one or more encryption

initialization vectors to be used for encryption (e.g. together with secure keys).

The logical object manager 54 is responsible for the ordering and memory

sharing by different logical data objects and parts thereof.

The buffer manager 55 manages memory buffer resources and is responsible for

allocating and releasing memory buffer for operations of other blocks. The

transformation system further comprises an integrity manager 57 coupled to the session



manager, the buffer manager and the data block manager. The integrity manager is

responsible for synchronization and general control of all processes in the

transformation system as, for example keeping the integrity of the logical data objects,

etc. It is also responsible for flashing the memory buffer to the physical disk(s) through

the storage physical I/O interface 58, and reading when needed from the disk(s).

Those skilled in the art will readily appreciate that the invention is not bound by

the configuration of Fig. 5; equivalent and/or modified functionality may be

consolidated or divided in another manner and may be implemented in software,

firmware, hardware, or any combination thereof.

Referring to Fig. 6, there is illustrated a generalized flowchart of read operation

on transformed logical data object (LO) in accordance with certain embodiments of the

present invention.

The read operation starts with read request 600 identifying the offset of data in

the LO and the range of data to read. The transformation system 16 addresses all index

sections (e.g. sequentially starting from the last section or from the currently open; or

opening all together, etc.) to find out 601 all last updated entries related to the data

within the range. As was detailed with reference to Fig. 4, the last-updated entries in the

index section facilitate one-to-one relationship between the data in the range and the

live (mostly updated) data to be extracted from the logs. Accordingly, the

transformation system sequentially de-transforms 602 (e.g. decrypts, decompresses,

decode, etc.) one of the accommodation sections corresponding to found entries, and

finds the required data 603. In certain embodiments of the invention if the last updated

entries for a certain range correspond to the logs in the transitional accommodation

section(s) and, accordingly, comprise (excluding the log corresponding to the first

segment) non-transformed data located at the original location, the transformation

system may read the respective logs without reading the entire transitional AS. The

operations 602-603 are repeated 604 to the next accommodation section(s) until all data

from the range have been found. The found data are arranged 605 in accordance with

their order in the range. After the data are ready, they may be sent 606 to an application.

It is to be understood that the invention is not limited in its application to the

details set forth in the description contained herein or illustrated in the drawings. The

invention is capable of other embodiments and of being practiced and carried out in

various ways. Hence, it is to be understood that the phraseology and terminology



employed herein are for the purpose of description and should not be regarded as

limiting. As such, those skilled in the art will appreciate that the conception upon which

this disclosure is based may readily be utilized as a basis for designing other structures,

methods, and systems for carrying out the several purposes of the present invention.

It will also be understood that the system according to the invention may be a

suitably programmed computer. Likewise, the invention contemplates a computer

program being readable by a computer for executing the method of the invention. The

invention further contemplates a machine-readable memory tangibly embodying a

program of instructions executable by the machine for executing the method of the

invention.

Those skilled in the art will readily appreciate that various modifications and

changes can be applied to the embodiments of the invention as hereinbefore described

without departing from its scope, defined in and by the appended claims.



CLAIMS:

1. A method of transforming a non-transformed logical data object (LO) stored in a

storage device into a transformed LO stored in the storage device, the storage device

operable with at least one storage protocol, said method comprising:

a) in response to a respective transformation request, logically dividing the non-

transformed LO in a first segment and one or more non-transformed subsequent

segments, the segments having predefined size;

b) generating a header for the respective transformed LO, said header comprising

an indication that the transformation process is "in progress";

c) processing said first segment thus giving rise to a transformed first segment

comprising data in transformed form;

d) if the total size of said generated header and said transformed first segment

matches a predefined size criteria, overwriting said first segment by said

generated header and said transformed first segment;

e) indexing said first transformed segment and said one or more non-transformed

subsequent segments as constituting a part of said transformed LO, thus giving

rise to indexed segments;

f) generating at least one index section comprising at least one entry holding at

least information related to said indexed segments, said information comprising

offset of each segment in said non-transformed LO, indication of a storage

location of respective indexed segment and indication if said indexed segment

comprises data in original or transformed form; and

g) updating the indication in the header to point that the non-transformed LO has

been transformed in the transformed LO comprising said generated header, said

first transformed segment, said one or more subsequent segments comprising

data in non-transformed form and said at least one index section.

2. The method of Claim 1 wherein the size of the first segment is configured as equal

to the sum of a predefined size of the header and the maximal size of data in a single

I/O operation in accordance with said at least one storage protocol.



3. The method of Claim 1 wherein the size of each non-transformed subsequent

segment is configured as equal to the maximal size of data in a single I/O operation

in accordance with said at least one storage protocol.

4. The method of Claim 1 wherein the predefined size criteria is characterized, at least,

by a sum of predefined size of the header and a predefined maximal size of the

transformed first segment.

5. The method of Claim 1 wherein the transformation request is obtained by

intercepting an access request to the non-transformed LO, and generating a request

for transforming the non-transformed LO if said non-transformed LO matches

predefined transformation criteria.

6. The method of Claim 5 wherein the predefined transformation criteria is selected

from a group comprising criteria related to characteristics of the logical data object,

predefined time schedule, predefined events, and combinations thereof.

7. The method of Claim 1 wherein the transformation request is received from a

maintenance unit capable to recognize a non-transformed LO among stored LOs and

to generate a request for transforming said recognized non-transformed LO.

8. The method of Claim 1 wherein said first transformed segment and one or more

subsequent non-transformed segments are indexed as data chunks sequentially

accommodated into one or more storing blocks with a predefined size, wherein the

accommodation sequence corresponds to the sequence of the segments in the non-

transformed LO.

9. The method of Claim 1, further comprising:

a) responsive to a request for further transformation, recognizing with a help of

the index section at least one subsequent non-transformed segment comprising

range with live data and matching predefined further transformation criteria;

b) processing the respective range and sequentially accommodating the resulted

data chunk with transformed data as a new log in an allocated storing block

with a predefined size; and



c) updating the index section in a manner facilitating one-to-one relationship

between each point in the data range in the non-transformed LO and the live

data to be read from the transformed LO.

10. The method of Claim 9 wherein the request for further transformation is obtained by

intercepting a write request to the non-transformed LO, analyzing if respective

transformed LO comprises data in original form, and, if yes, generating a request for

transforming data stored in said transformed LO in original form.

11. The method of Claim 9 wherein the request for further transformation is received

from a maintenance unit capable to scan the transformed LOs stored at the storage

device, recognize LOs comprising data in original form, and, in accordance with

predefined further transformation criteria, generate requests for transforming such

data.

12. The method of Claim 9 wherein the predefined further transformation criteria is

selected from a group comprising criteria related to characteristics of the logical

data object, predefined time schedule, predefined events, and combinations thereof.

13. The method of Claim 9 further comprising writing a data range to the transformed

LO, the writing further comprising:

a) in response to a respective write request, processing one or more sequentially

obtained chunks of data corresponding to said data range, wherein at least one

of the processed data chunks comprises data in transformed form resulting from

said processing;

b) sequentially accommodating the processed data chunks in allocated storing

block with a predefined size, wherein the accommodation is provided in

accordance with the order of receiving the chunks; and

c) updating the index section in a manner facilitating one-to-one relationship

between the data in the range and respective data to be read from the

transformed LO.

14. The method of Claim 13 wherein response to a write request has a priority higher

than response to the request for further transformation.



15. The method of Claim 1 further comprising writing a data range to the transformed

LO, said writing comprising:

a) in response to a respective write request, processing one or more sequentially

obtained chunks of data corresponding to said data range, wherein at least one

of the processed data chunks comprises data in transformed form resulting from

said processing;

b) sequentially accommodating the processed data chunks in an allocated storing

block with a predefined size, wherein the accommodation is provided in

accordance with the order of receiving the chunks; and

c) updating the index section in a manner facilitating one-to-one relationship

between the data in the range and respective data to be read from the

transformed LO.

16. The method of Claim 1 further comprising reading a data range from a transformed

LO, said reading comprising:

a) in response to a respective read request, discovering all created and/or last-

updated entries in the index section related to the data within the range;

b) extracting the data to be read in accordance with the mapping provided by the

entries as follows:

i) for the data to be read accommodated in the first segment, de-transforming

the segment and extracting the required data;

ii) for the data to be read accommodated in one or more subsequent non-

transformed segments, reading the respective segments and extracting the

required data;

iii) for otherwise accommodated data to be read, de-transforming the respective

one or more storing blocks and extracting the required data; and

c) arranging the extracted data in accordance with their order in the range.



17. A communication device operable in a storage network and being configured to

perform the method stages of Claim 1.

18. A storage device operable in a storage network and being configured to perform the

method stages of any one of Claim 1.

19. The storage device of Claim 18 wherein the header constitutes a part of the file

system.

20. A system capable of transforming an non-transformed LO stored in a storage device

into a transformed LO stored in the storage device, said storage device operatively

coupled to the system in a serial manner, said system acting as a transparent bridge

in respect to the storing data and being configured to perform the method stages of

Claim 1.

21. A system capable of transforming a non-transformed stored logical data object (LO)

into a transformed LO, said system comprising:

a) means for logically dividing the non-transformed LO in a first segment and one

or more non-transformed subsequent segments, the segments having predefined

size;

b) means for generating a header for the respective transformed LO, said header

comprising an indication that the transformation process is "in progress";

c) means for processing said first segment thus giving rise to a transformed first

segment comprising data in transformed form;

d) means for eanbling overwriting said first segment by said generated header and

said transformed first segment if the total size of said generated header and said

transformed first segment matches predefined size criteria,

e) means for indexing said first transformed segment and said one or more non-

transformed subsequent segments as constituting a part of said transformed LO,

thus giving rise to indexed segments;

f) means for generating at least one index section comprising at least one entry

holding at least information related to said indexed segments, said information



comprising offset of each segment in said non-transformed LO, indication of a

storage location of respective indexed segment and indication if said indexed

segment comprises data in original or transformed form; and

g) means for updating the indication in the header to point that the non-

transformed LO has been transformed in the transformed LO comprising said

generated header, said first transformed segment, said one or more subsequent

segments comprising data in non-transformed form and said at least one index

section.

22. The system of Claim 2 1 further comprising means for intercepting an access request

to the non-transformed LO, and generating a request for transforming the non-

transformed LO if said non-transformed LO matches predefined transformation

criteria.

23. The system of Claim 2 1 further comprising a maintenance unit capable to recognize

a non-transformed LO among stored LOs and to generate a request for transforming

said recognized non-transformed LO.

24. The system of Claim 21, further comprising:

a) means for recognizing with a help of the index section at least one subsequent

non-transformed segment comprising range with live data and matching

predefined further transformation criteria;

b) means for processing the respective range and sequentially accommodating the

resulted data chunk with transformed data as a new log in an allocated storing

block with a predefined size; and

c) means for updating the index section in a manner facilitating one-to-one

relationship between each point in the data range in the non-transformed LO

and the live data to be read from the transformed LO.

25. The system of Claim 24 further comprising means for intercepting a write request to

the non-transformed LO, analyzing if respective transformed LO comprises data in

original form, and, if yes, generating a request for transforming data stored in said

transformed LO in original form.



26. The system of Claim 24 further comprising a maintenance unit capable to scan the

transformed LOs stored at the storage device, recognize LOs comprising data in

original form, and, in accordance with predefined further transformation criteria,

generate requests for transforming such data.

27. A maintenance unit configured to work in conjunction with a system capable of

transforming a non-transformed stored logical data object (LO) into a transformed

LO, the maintenance unit further configured to recognize a non-transformed LO

among stored LOs and to generate one or more requests to the system for

transforming said recognized non-transformed LO.

28. The maintenance unit of Claim 27 further configured to scan the stored transformed

LOs, to recognize LOs comprising data in original form, and, in accordance with

predefined further transformation criteria, to generate one or more requests to the

system for transforming such data.

29. A computer program comprising computer program code means for performing all

steps of Claim 1 when said program is run on a computer.

30. A computer program as claimed in Claim 27 embodied on a computer readable

medium.
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